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Counterfeiting affects personal health of individuals as much as it affects the
economic well-being of a country.
The numbers listed below underline the massive reach of counterfeiters and
the extent of damage they can inflict on big and small businesses.
●

The State of Counterfeiting in India 2021 report published by the
Authentication Solution Providers’ Association (ASPA) revealed that
between 2018 and 2020, counterfeiting incidents in India rose by an
average of 20% each year.

●

A 2014 academic study found that at least 75% of the counterfeited
drugs produced in the world had some sort of link to India.

●

In 2019, a study conducted jointly by the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the European Union
Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO), found that the international trade
in counterfeited products was worth nearly $509 billion in 2016 and
was approximately 3.3% of the world trade.

One of the various ways to minimise the fall-out of this menace is to
establish efficient authentication and anti-counterfeiting technologies that
let consumers interact with brands directly.
PharmaSecure’s solutions are a necessary step in that direction.
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Understanding The Technology
The panic around the authenticity of life-saving drugs that the pandemic
has triggered, presents businesses across the board with a new challenge —
earning the consumer’s faith by making active efforts to facilitate verification
and authentication of products at an individual buyer level. The developments
in the patterns of consumer interaction with companies during the Covid-19
crisis have underlined the need for product branding and marketing outreach
to transform in a manner that focuses on creating effective and direct channels
of communication with buyers.
While mounting a customer response that directly addresses consumers’
concerns is a challenge the industry needs to embrace, adopting technologies
that simplify the process of authentication for them is the first step towards
it.
For businesses to build effective bridges with customers, they have to
embrace technology that is easily scalable and doesn’t unreasonably inflate
prices of their products. In South and South-East Asia, the following digital
technologies are broadly used by companies.

Many digital security technologies are not user friendly

1. Security Holograms or tags:
The market for digital holography is projected to be a fast growing one.
The use of holograms in the medical applications and pharmaceuticals
industry, according to this article, has been identified as one of the
major drivers of growth for this industry. However, the article notes
that the price of procuring digital holographic microscopy devices or
holography displays is incredibly high.

2. Security Inks:
Security inks — that include a wide range of visible and invisible
varieties — are used widely by pharmaceutical industries in south and
southeast Asia. However, not only is it difficult for an individual buyer
to discern the authenticity of a product from both visible or invisible
inks, they cannot always be used to track and trace the product during
its trajectory through the supply chain.

3. Microprinting
Microprinting is commonly used in currency and sometimes bank
cheques. Currency notes usually employ the most superior variety
of this authentication technique. While microprints are considered
a reliable form of anti-counterfeiting technology that can be easily
detected by experts and forensic technologies, it might be difficult
for a untrained individual to differentiate a microprint from a visual
imagery that resembles one.

4. Guilloche Pattern
Guilloche pattern, acclaimed for being aesthetically appealing, is one of
the oldest authentication technologies. The pattern of fine lines usually
used in certificates, or to mark bank notes and important documents,
can be usually vetted by close visual inspection. However, that could
at times be a drawback for an untrained person who may be able to
verify its authenticity.

How Does PharmaSecure Address These
Challenges?
PharmaSecure’s serialization, authentication and Track and Trace solutions
are designed to tackle the challenges of scalability of a technology, ease of
use, and commitment to enhance customer recall for brands. The company’s
technology is complemented with a sophisticated customer response solution
that brands can use to ensure complete end-to-end protection of each unit of
a product, right down to the end user, the buyer in this case.
The solutions are crafted to significantly transform a company’s relationship
with a customer, allowing the latter to actively participate in maintaining the
sanctity of the supply chain.
PharmaSecure’s Track and Trace and Product Authentication solutions
together enable foolproof customer protection services, necessary for
business to adapt to the needs of a market grappling with a pandemic.

Products and services offered by PharmaSecure : One-stop solution

Authentication And Traceability
1. Supply Chain
PharmaSecure’s psID® Trail™ Track and Trace System and Product Authentication
system are complementary solutions that facilitates the creation of a unique ID
for every single unit of a product and then helps track its movement through
the supply chain, right until it reaches the retailer. Following that, the company’s
solutions also allow customers to verify the authentication of the product they
have received.
With the pandemic pushing an increasing number of consumers towards
purchasing products from e-commerce platforms, it has become increasingly
important to offer solutions that protect their interests.

PharmaSecure’s patented Product Authentication technology creates a
unique identity for each unit of a product. This is done through the company’s
psID® Express website. Once an authorized user logs in, these unique codes
can be downloaded by entering the batch details and the quantity of products
required.
The software allows the encrypted codes to be directly transferred to a
client’s printing line or the company can print the codes on labels that are
pre-printed and branded.

PharmaSecure’s Track and Trace Solution : psID® Trail

a. Direct Printing: Once the codes are provided directly to the client’s
printing line, they can be decrypted and shared with any printer
equipped to handle variable printing e.g Domino, Condor, Zebra, SATO
among others. The client has to use the Express website to activate
the codes only before shipping them to the market.
b. Label Printing: PharmaSecure can also provide the client with a vast
range of labels with or without added security features. These labels
can be applied to mono cartons with easily available industry grade
label applicator systems.

The creation of this unique ID for a unit then enables PharmaSecure’s psID®
Trail™ Track and Trace System to make sure that each unit is visible to the
manufacturer throughout the course of its journey through the supply chain.
Considering each unit has a unique code for identification, instead of a single
code for an entire batch or range of products, it becomes difficult to introduce
counterfeited products into the supply chain. Not only does it enable easy
product recall, it also prevents expired drugs from being sold.
The point-to-point tracking system allows clients to track if the units are
following regular, approved routes of supply and also records movement
durations. The systems alert the client immediately if units in the supply chain
register departures from the prescribed and approved movement tracks and
timeframes.

Empowering the consumer to verify the product’s authenticity

PharmaSecure’s supply-chain visibility systems are created applying global
standards for security solutions. They ensure global interoperability, the
company uses technological interfaces that have been widely tested.

2. Individual Buyer
Understanding that a customer might have varying levels of access and
expertise with mobile technologies, PharmaSecure offers a practical range of
channels through which they can verify the authentication of a product.
a) In the case of a unit imprinted with a unique number code protected by
a scratch and peel cover, the customer can SMS the code to a number
mentioned on the packaging, following which they are provided with
information that identifies if the product is authentic or fake. While
the pharmaceuticals industry works on chalking out a more effective
strategy to interact with customers on various aspects of manufacture
and sale, PharmaSecure’s personalised approach takes a major concern
off the shoulders of prospective clients.
b) In cases of QR codes, a customer can use any third-party mobile app
to check if the code is authentic.
c) PharmaSecure’s website also offers an alpha-numeric code verification
application, where the customer has to type in a code mentioned on
the packaging and get auto-generated communication about the
authenticity of the product.

The company solutions also alert clients immediately if any customer query
registers anomalous codes and allows them to immediately locate the
presence of a counterfeited or expired product.

All You Need To Know About Getting
PharmaSecure’s Solutions
What separates PharmaSecure’s tech from its competitors? And why are
they the best answer to your product authenticity and security challenges?
PharmaSecure’s team answer some of the oft-asked questions in this section.

Can the codes be duplicated?
No.
Firstly, the system is protected by an algorithm, so there’s no way it will make
a mistake and generate the same code twice.
As for counterfeiters, they can’t hack into the database and steal codes
because there is no database of codes to hack. However, they can read a code
off a pack in the market and try duplicating it. That’s where our authentication
systems come to use and the moment it is scanned or the code number sent
for verification, our systems will be alerted. We will get data on it that can be
shared with the brand owners and law enforcement agencies.
We have a patented, encryption-based algorithm that has undergone
thorough testing and that (unlike other solutions) does not store the codes in
a database that can be hacked or slows down as volumes increase.
Even if a counterfeiter does manage to copy one code and distribute it, our
AI-enabled system will immediately detect it and provide instant data that
can be used for investigations and enforcement.

What kind of equipment is needed to implement PharmaSecure’s
solutions?
The great thing about our technology is that there is no proprietary device
needed, unlike what several other solutions demand. A majority of the work
can be done with a mobile phone, or a widely available handheld-scanner will
also do. The latter works faster than a mobile phone. The staff using them
has to be trained to use the system, but it is fairly user-friendly and doesn’t
require complicated technological knowledge from the user.
Apart from that, in terms of ancillary equipment, the company needs to
have serialization equipment at the manufacturing facility (such as PCs,
printers, vision systems. They are required to have PCs and scanners at
major distributors/wholesalers. The field staff or retailers should ideally have
smartphones where they can download apps that use the inbuilt cameras to
scan codes.

Can you share an incident which manifests the efficacy of the solution?
Several units of products of a client PharmaSecure works extensively with
were scanned multiple times — over 50 times easily — at multiple locations,
some of which were not part of the decided trajectory of the product. The
company compiled the locations of the attempts in record time and handed
over all the details to the client, who could swiftly contact appropriate law
enforcement agencies and bring the situation under control.

How expensive is this solution?
A few paise per unit is a typical cost, but it depends on the volumes.
The flood of fake PPEs, medicines and medical equipment that the Covid-19
pandemic brought with it is an essential reminder for companies to choose
a reliable, customer-friendly authentication technology — and PharmaSecure
has the answers you are looking for.

For more information:
sales@pharmasecure.com I www.pharmasecure.com | +91 22 4890 1811

